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NO* SEATTLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

HUM 101'
,

HUMANITIES IN THOUGHTS ANY ACTION

Daily 12:00-12:50 PM
Room. 1141

Variable credit (1-5)

instructors:
Office:
Office Hour:

Phone:

'Humanities,piyision
A' PHIPPS/ROSENWASSER

COURSE SYLLABUS

'Rita Phipps
WC-2310B
16:00 daily
and by appointment
634 -445.0

Marie,Rosenwasser
WC 2407C

.

1.:00 M WT
ant* appOiqment
634=4%3

Texts: The Creative Process, Ghiselih (assignments throughout quarter)
Heart of Darkness, Conrad'(due the week of February 22)
The Presence of Other Worlds, VanTusen (due March 9)

,HUM 101 Folder (handouts prepared by instructors; assignments throughout quarter)
Student's own JOURNAL (3-hole, loose-leaf notebook divided into 5 sections)
All text, including 101 Folder, are available ft- puchase at the NSCC bookstore.

Course Goals:. 1) To increase,your knowledge of art, drama, language, literature, music..
2) To in -rea§ob your communication skills: reading seeing, listening,

speak ng,iwriting.
3) To i creaseyour thinking skills: observation, recall ,,understanding,

Use of ideas, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, application.

Overview of Course: Fourteee guest instructors from the Humanities Divisibn add related
areas, will make_presentations that will include a)l media (slide,

films, music, live performance by actors, etc.). There will be student participation ins Iin-class activities, including small groups and,classkdiscussions. Twa instructors (R.
Phipps, Mr. Rosenwasser, see above) will lead the class in communication and thinking skills
activities before and after the guest presentations.

Course Outline: Attached.

Activities, Assidtiments, and Exams:

4
1) There will ,be two4exams,(open-book),: mid-term and final)
2) There will be one continuing assignment The JOURNAL (see Texts, above). These

sections of your JOURNAL will, be a) DAILY NOTES DMMARY OF CLASS; b) REFLECTIONS ON
IDEAS AND YOUR) PROGRESS; c) DRAFTS OF WRITING/SPEECHES; d) IDEAL WORLD; e) DREAMS AND
UNUSUAL PERCEPTIONS. (Specific information on the JOURNAL asOgnment is on the next
page.)

Other assignments will include worksheets, exercises, reading, writing (usually in
class); at least one speech (in class to a small group of studentS), and drawings (in
and out of clas

Requirements: Daily tendance; all assignmer) s'.on time ;a participation in class.
.

Grading: JOURNAL (pass/fail)pexams (mid-term and final); assignments -(see #3 directly
above), attendance, in-class partjcipation.



'COURSE. SYLLABUS -- Page 2
LA

JOURNAL AssilnMents:_ The purppSe of your JOURNAL is for you to reflect on_, apply, develop,
evaluate and record your ideas and your progress. It will be a

valuable record for you aS wellas a way for the instructors to evaluate how you have done
in'the course.

a) DAILY NOTES/SUMMARY OF,CLASS: After each class (or during class, if appropriate), in-
formatTOTI about the Cass should be entered here. Include lecture notes, what you
learned, or what you got out of the class. A summary (can be as short as one sentence)
should be included for each day's class

b) REFLECTIONSAN IDEAS AND YOUR PROGRESS: Each guest instructor will present and discuss
,different ideas. You will also discuss and possibly read and writie about these ideas
in or out of class. You should alsd, on your own,4think about, reflect on these ideas
and record your thoughts in this section of your JOURNAL. You should also reflect upon
the progress ybu are making as your own ideas develop and change.

c) DRAFTS OF WRITING/SPEECHES: At least once a week you will have an in -class assignment
to improve your commupication and thinking skills. You may be asked to write rough
drafts before you codplete and hand in your final draft of any writing or spedch as-
`signment. 411 drafts, rough and final,, should be kept in this section of your JOURNAL
after they have been written or returned to you.

.41) IDEAL WORLD: In this section of your JOURNAL,-prepare each page in the following
manner (make three headings,, with lines down the apge between them):

DATE THE PEOPLE WHO CREATE, LIVE IN, ENJOY MY IDEAL(WORLD
AND PERPETUATE'MY IDEAL WORLD

You will,wrjte your first entry in this section of your JOURNAL on the first day
,of'class. Then after each guest instructor, but no less than'once a week, upgrade,
revise, add more to the material in your IDEAL WORLD. Do not 9hange,what you have
already entered, simply write in a new version or new vision. Be sure to date each
new entry/revision.

. Add new material as you gain new. ideas and ideals, insights, experiences, understanding.
Have your IDEAL WORLD and the people in it reflect what you are learning,in the course,
day by flay or week by week.

e) DREAMS AND UNUSUAL PERCEPTIONS: Assignment will be given on February 4.

Ir
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COURSE OUTLINE

Humanities in Thought and Action

'HUM 10

In-class activities

SEEING AS SUCH: Right and Left Brain.,
Obstacles 'to -seei (cultural,- and physical
How 'to see.°

1/8 In- class activities

1/11-1/14

1/25-1/27

1/28:/29

2/1 -2A3

2/4

.

2/5

2/8-2/9

2/16-2/12,-,

2/15°

MEDIA/PRESENT, DAY IMAGES OF OURSELVES.
Mediaisiadvpertf krksing's infiee: 'sop our value,
choices,, ,self-identity:

,,Reading due 1/13: "Sublithinal Man"-

"Tomorrow 'etc.",,,..

,1/14. "Is Our etc."

NO- SCHOOL

k

In-class activities,

.MESSAGES. Transferrihg visual/audio -experiences
to verbal messages.
Writing due 1/21:

In-class activities

page paper

LITERATURE: FORM AND MEANING IN FICTION ABOUT
MEN AND WOMEN. Perceptions of character and
relationships in short stories..
Reading due 1/26:. "Shadow etc:" & questions

In-class, activities

ART THROUGH THE AGES: PERIODS' AND STYLES.
rorm and content change from the ,formal to-tbe
expressive. /

Reading due 2/3: pp. 5573 in TCP
Writing due 2/5:, paper 2

Phipps & ROtenwasser

Harris (Art)

Phipps & Rosenwasser

Christenson (Art)
Wall (Drafting),

.

Phipps &Rbsenwasser

I
/

(

Traveni ck (Li terature

Phipps & Rosenwasser °-

Kischner (Literature)
A Smith' (Literature)

BEYOND PERCEPTION.' ,Now- dreams change our perception
( of reality and our behavior.
Writing due. 3/4: record dreams/unusual perceptions

In-class activi.ties,

THE STRUCTURE OF MUSIC. The structure of music
is similar. structures in the physical world.;

MUSIC THROUGWTHE AGES. 'Changes in the style andil
form of music.

NO SCHOOL
it,

-Phipps &Rosenwa,sser

Constantine ,(Art

Munns (Speech) .

Phipps & RosepwasseP'

t
Miller (Music)

GOleeke Ou.Sic)



000URSE OUTLINE --'Page 2

-2/16-2/i7 In-class activities

2/18-2/24 HOW HISTORY BECOMES LITERATURE. Real events-
inspire writers to-create works of fiction.

Phipps & Roldwasser

Barton (Literature)
Sprague (History)

2/25-2/26 In-class activities
.

Phipps 'Si Rosenwasser

2/26 VALUE AND CO4TEMPLATION:,, A Ailosophi61 and
personal approach to Thoreau's° suggestion: "Let

,,11"se consider the way in which we spend our lives." Kerns (Philosophy)
'Reading due 3/8: POW handouts

.

3/1-3/2 DIFFERENT PERCEPTIONS,,DFFFERENT CHOICES.
Dramatizations of scenes froMdifferent perspectives. Hostetler (Drama)
Writing due 3/2: record students',Ompressions

3'/.3 In-class activities. Phipps & Rdsenwasser.

314 Discussion of "JOURNAL Irefer to assignment of .2/4) Munns (Speech)

3/5 In-class activities Phipps & Rosenwasser.

3/8 -3/10
. VALUE AND CONTEMPLATION. A philosophical and

personal approach to Thoreau's suggestion:. "Let
us consider the way in which we spend our lives."
Film: Plato's Cave
In -class `activities Kerns (Philosdphy)

3111 BEYOND PERCEPTION. How-dr4ams change our pevception
of reality and our behvior. . . ".

el Discussion of psychokinesis, ESP, seeing ".auras' Munns (Speech) °

3/12.J3/16 Phipps & Rosenwasser

I

%
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REAONG ASSIGNMENTS:

Folder'

HUMANITIES IN THOUGHT AND ACTION.

Date Due

.1
, .

Author/Title, PagesIn TCP In Hum 101

X

X\

X

. ,

A

.

.

-SpenCer ,. 224-225

Levi 62-64
.q

'Van Gogh 54-55

"The Sjibliminal Mah"

1/8

1/8

.

1/13

"Many Don't See the Sense..." 1/13

"Is Our'COmMOn Man TooCommoni" 1/14

X Miller
4

.178 -181 1/18

X Yeats 107-108 1/18

X Canfield '168-176 1/22
.

X Thurber i1/25

XP Lawrence 1/26

c X Colette 1/26

X .

.

Lawrenc/e - 68-73 1/28

Q X Zervos 55-60 2/1.

X Moore 1, 73-78, 2/1

X Cocteau 81-83 '2/4

X (Garfield) "From Creativepreamers" 2/4

X ..

Shapero 49-54 2/4
. J

X .., Wolfe 186-199 2/5

.X Dryden q 0' 80-81 215

X Stein , 164-i6a-(IV ) '2/5

X
,f' Mozart k 44-4e. ' 2/16,

X jiiithovan 51 .2/16

X - SessiOnso, 45-4k
,

2/16

X 'Lowell 109-112 2/16

X
Twain , %. 2/1910.

Separate boOk Heart of Darkness 2/22'

X Wordsworth ... 83-84 2/26

X Coleridge . I, 84-85 3/3

X.' Poincare
,....

,

36-38 3/3

X Cowley 145-147 3/3

X Prince 204-208 3/4'

.1( June 208.224

Separate boot
\

'.The Presence of Other Worlds_ Ch. 2;3,7,8 3/4

X ,"Learn FroM Senoi Dreamers" 3/4

Separate book The Presence of Other Worlds 13/8
-.-,

.. ,

till('



STUDENT INVENTORY HUMTTIES 101

Because this is a new course and because one of our objective's is to help you improv e
your thinking and communication skills as well as increase your knowledge about the
humanities, we would find it very useful to learn a little about you. .Therefore, will
you please complete this form.and return it by Tuesday, January 5?-

Your name

Address

(last) (first)

Phone
of (optional) (optional) .

Major goals at NSCC (e. g. get an A. A. degree; get an A. A: S. degree, self-
.

enrichment,. etc.):

How.does HUM 01 specifically relate.to these goals? (e. g._ distribution reqpiremeft,
elective, interested in the humanities, etc'..)

. \
1

,
. ,

- What other,cou.1rses.in the humanities have you had? (You dor't have to lit every'course
just list the area 9uch,as English composition, art, p ilosophy, speech, etc.)

What do you mos t want to accomplish in.this course?

-A

Check all appropriate items:
- full-time student

part -time student

working for A. A., A. F.1A. or C. F. /

working for A. A. S.

Expected graduation date

working for vocational certificate in

Elpected.transfer institution 1
1,



Comments on Papers for Humanities 101 Rosenwasser/Phipps

1. Format: .4%e neatly written or typed papers were the easiest to read; next time
.please type or.write neatly and skip every other line if your handwriting
is large and the lines on the paper narrow. Remember to title your
readers as of the date you submit your compositions.

. Content: We found ourselves suggesting more use of specifidetails to most of you;
however, some papers are vivid and you may want to ask your classmates if
you can read their papers. Most of you wrote about "Glas" and most of you
described what you saw and suggested what that meant to you. Some papers
though, told stories or created fantasies about glass or traveling to
Italy. In general, we found the content fun to read.

3. Grades:: If there are two grades on,your paper you should know that Mrs. Phipps
and I differed in the'grade we would assign becausekyour paper was really
in between those two grades. Both grades are recorded and will be averaged
with all of your other grades to determine a final grade. (You should also
know that even when there is only one'instructor you May, beAssigned two
grades When your paper or speech is evaluated as between two related grades'.)

4. Evaluation Symbols: A way to understand our markings and comments is as follows:

Means you should have begun a new paragraoh.

tr

Sp

means you needed a transition between paragraphs to make the
paper more coherent.

means you have spelled a. word incorrectly and we want you to
correct the spelling 5o1You won't make the mistake again.

N S means the fragment you have treated as a sentence is not'a.
.complete sentence and should be revised.

I-
5. Recommendations to The Loft; Since several of you have not comnleted English 101 it

fs not surprising that we made4recommendations that you visit The Loft and
make an appointment with an English tutor to get help On writinglspntences,
punctuating, or spelling. The Loft is on the second floor of the library

1

and is under the direction of Mrs. Antonia Clark this quarter. ou may
see her for further assessment of your writing skills. If you can't find)
time to visit The Loft this quarter and you have questions about what is
being assigned and expected, contact one of your instructors for this
class. Both Mrs. Phipps and I as well as our teaching aide Nancy Bass
can-and will belp you with your thinking and communication skills.

k,

'to

.11



Humanities 101

Student

Elements

.EOluation Sheet

Comnents

Phipps/Rosenwasser 1-2578?

6
Clear key idea

Sufficient details

.

Reader'invphPed and. interested .

4 4

Format helpful,
,

Recommendations:

Grade:

"1r



Assessment of journal

Name -

Element

1. 5 easily identified
.sections according to
previous instructions

2. 4 worksheets completed
in Drafts of Writings/
Speeches (more than 4
for journals read later)

3. 4 entries in Id-al World
(at least one ,y week,. so

4'for those journals read
week 5 and more for journals
read later)

4 or more entries in
Reflections a,bout assigned
reading's and lectures
(at least ine a week; more
than 4 for journals read
later)

J . Coninents:

Ot

Htr':anities 101

Date

Ye- No C,ri en ts

e

4,



hl'!'.AN 101

Cr ttr T-,, .__

Lich question was worth a) points tor a total ;,%Bible cf IY voInt%.
point'. Were awarded for quest:en one if there W2S a specific roference to an article or'
story, it it was clear whih thers.. was being di'.cussed and if there were at least tho
direct quDtatior5fro:7: the article; to accu:plis-n this th,.. answer had to developed
beyond two or three sentenLos. The second question wa:. evaluated sHilarly; the specific
lecture (s) had to he Bade clear and the lecture hid' to he appropriate to thAfthcr:o
)0u were discus"; in addition, two or :ore -,.ecific paraphrase; or Ofrect'quotatifr-Ins
frc :i the lecturer had to to included and the answer had to to deyolc:led. In the third
answer., you had to have a clear state.ent of whether-the presenter and autror agreed or
disagreed or did .'.05#2 of each; -theo you needed to use your previcus'answers to support
your conclusion and there had to be two or ..-12.re 'exaples to suppor!.., your conclusjon.
1y the third question, you were LE,:ing asked to o beyond sumarizing and into presentation
and defense of a Conclusion. The fourth answer was the :-..ost challenging for you had to
begin with a clear, defensible thesis, use tw6 or :!"ore exa:-dlos that you had used.in
earlier responses and appl; the there to ',ourself. in the fifth response, you needed to
define hu77anitik4s, relate your answer to the the7e on which you had written for the rest
of the exam, tell how the hu".a.nit os influence your life and qi ;e at least one specifi,c

....-

evr7ple in order to receive 20 poin

JYPicAlYrohY With The

This was a unique and challengin.g (difficult?) exam, so yoU needed to have read
and reread it carefully and prepared at lea'st an outline of your answer; before coming f4..o

class. It you missed a lot of points en a question, reread the guestiOn to see If you
dia What was asked. Secondly, consider the article and presentr 'iou chose in relati-on
to the them(!,; perhaps you picked original materjal that really did not address the theme.
thirdly, look for the ammt,of specific material and the direct references to the
source material. Finally, look to see if questions three and four state conclusions
and then defend them as asked. Some of you missed a ,lot of points on qu'estionJ6
because you didn't answer the question or you answered only part of, the question. When
'we read, we tried to be' ()enerotis because we reali:.ed that you had limited time to
write your responses, but since several students did suceced iN completing the exam
correctly, you should' look at. your responses in terms Of more than. "I ran out of time."

Future Work In the Class

II you hove questions about how your exam was evaluated. 'please...co either tle7!.
Rosenwasse or Mr.-, Phipps. If you wonder what else will he evaluated in the class,
you should kilow that the journals will he read at'the end and your final will besimilar
in format to the mid-term: in addition class participation will be part of the,grade

yotir papers. If you haven't turned. i n the second paper , please talk to one
of your instructors; and if you haven't submittud your journal for a,first reading,
Please': do so this Weck.

J

' )



Humanities 101
. Wifiten Evaluation/Reaction To The Course

'

3/16/82

---Students;-tOmpleting thiS:evaluatiOn/reaction form is optional; but we would like'to'see your comments and suggestions so that the,next time we offer Humanities 101 it willbean improved course. You May sign your comments,if your wish or you may 'keep themanonythous. Neither Mrs. Phipps nor Mrs. Rosenwasser will see these comments untilafter your grades are submitted to theiregistrar's office.

1. Of the topics covered in this class, whfch one or two was covered the most effectively?What made the treatment of that topic or those topics effe ive?. (i:e. thereadings, exercises, lecture, visual material, nature of le topic, etc.) , I

. Of the topics covered in his class. which ones were covered the least effe4ively?
IP

What made.the treatment o ineffective ?'

3. Of the lecturers, which ones were the most effective? What made them so effective?

of.the leCturers, which ones would you describe as ineffective? Why?

Of the assignments--journals.a,
papers, readings, class exercises -which ones were.he most interesting and instructive? Which ones would you delete and why?

. If you can make one recommendation to improve Hunianities 101 the next time it isoffered, what is your recommendation?
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WORKSHEETS

:

IN- ,CLASS AND JOURNAL EXERCISES

TO

II 4 DEVELOP THINKING,

AND

COMMUNICATING SKILLS



DATE

4

MY. IDEAL WORLD,

THE PEOPLE WHO CREATE, LIVE IN, ENJOY,
AND PERPETUATE MY IDEAL WORLD

's.

MY:IDEAL WORLD.



*HUMANITIESIN THOUGHT AND ACTION -- WORKSHEET-# 1. January 8, .1982
(Write answers in Journal in section Drafts of writing/speeches)

1, Select either Van GOgh OR.Levi OR Spencer and answer: THINKING SKILLS

Is he a right- or left-brain dominant person? Or does he I RECALL & UNDERSTANDING
use both right and left brains? What SPECIALLY in his (of lecture); OBSERVA-
writing that lead you to.your conclusion. ALSO, would TION (in reading)
you like:to have someone like'him in your Ideal World? Why? EVALUATION & APPLICATION

2. Dave Harris said/our culture is left-brain oriented;
that is, in our society, the left brain dominates and
interferes with the right brain. He said this is caused
by our Protestant work ethic or value system ("The Devil
has work for idle hands?) and we are made to feel guilty'
or lazy if we want to sit-and look at trees or listensto
birds. Do you believe Harris is correct? What SPECIFICALLY
in your own experience makes you agree or disagree with
Harris? ALSO, if Harris is correct and this IS a left-
brain society and value system, what value system would be
in a right-brain oriented society? BE SPECIFIC. ALSO,
would you prefer a right-brain, left-brain or combined-
brain oriented society and value system in your Ideal
World? Why?

3. Dave Harris is in the humanities and his material is
included in the humanities. Based on what you saw, learned
and thought about his approach, attitude 'and material, what
is your definition of "the humanittes7 OR, what is your
definition of what people in the humanities de- CBE
SPECIFIC.

(from own ideas)

RECALL & UNDERSTANDING
(of lecture)

OBSERVATION (of own .

experience); COMPARISON/.
CONTRAST (his & your
ideas); USE OF IDEAS
EVALUATION & APPLICATION
(from own ideas)

OBSERVATION & RECALL
(.of presentation).

ANALYSIS (looking at"
different parts of
presentation); SYNTHESIS
(putting the parts .

together with your own
thoughts)

HOMEWORK for; Jan. 18

1. Put any of the ideas, from the Worksheetfabove, that.can be related to your .

Ideal World into the Ideal World section of your JOURNAL.

2. Some of the ideas above and to HarriS' presentatton do not relate to the Ideal.
World. Therefore, for those other deas,\wrtte yourtreflecttOns and thoughts
about them in your JOURNAL in the sectionllefleCtipnt'On'ideat and.your progress.

3. Do at least 2of the following drawing exercises; put them in the JOURNAL section
Drafts of writing/speeches:

a. Without looking at your 1st drawing (in-class 1/61 of the chair, draw it

from'memory, Theri, from memory, draw one of the chairs shown in slides 1/7.
b. Turn a picture upside down and draw it-Tiou will have an unside down picture):
c. Use your fingers.or a small frame.as a view-finder and select an interesting

scene and draw it
d. Draw a tree from memory, Then go outsideand draw a tree from nature.



AMANITIES IN THOUGHT-AND ACTIONWORKSHEET 2 Janutry 18, 1982
\(Write answers in JOURNAL in section Drafts of WritingJSpeeches)

.

N,
4 THINKI,NG SKILLS

1. Describe life as.t,ls'for the people in "The Subliminal
Man." Underline the :Oarts that show what their life is like.

, l

How is this similar to/different from our lives in our own
world? Be specific.

2. Select either Elroy Christenson or Jim Wall:

What main ideas was he trying to.convey to you? Do
you agree or .disagree with hi N Be specific, using
or revising your answer from tit first question. "
(Use your lecture notes and Refl n section from
your JOURNAL to help you answer th s question.)

. 3. Will you have mass media in your Ideal World? If
you will, for whafpurpeses and how will you use it?
If you won't use it why not? .

Will there be freedom- of choice concerning values in
your Ideal World? (Will there be a conflict between
your answer to this question and your answer to the
question above, about mass media in your Ideal World?)

Does Elroy's saying all people need love and.affec-
tion have any bearing on your answers to these questions
about values, freedom of choice and mass media in your
Ideal World?

4. Elroy's and Jim's materials, ideas, and approaches
are included in the Humanties. What ate the Humanities?
What do people in the Humanities do?

OBSERVATION (in reading)

OBSERVATION (from own
experience); ANALYSIS (of
parts of reading and life
experience);. COMPARISON/
,CONTRAgt (of reading and
life experience

OBSERVATION, RECALL, UN-'
DERSTANDING (presentation;
& ANALYSIS .(of pants'a
life experienceS presen
tation); COMPARISON/
CONTRAST (presentation
and own. life experiences)

EVALUATION (of ideas and
experience); APPLICATION
(of ideas) .

EVALUATION (of ideas and
experience); ANALYSIS -

(of meaning of values &
freedom of choice)

RECALL (from presentation)-
SYNTHESIS & DRAWING CON-
CLUSIONS (from ideas and
life experience)

HESIS cputting pirts
together froM presenta-
tions and own thoughts)

If th4re is no time to complete answers to'the questions above An class,domplete
them for homework for Friday, Jan. 22. Moreover; if you have further reflections
'about any of these questions or related questions, be sure to:record them in the
Reflections on Ideas and Your Progress section of your JOURNAL.

Material above'refating to your Ideal World should be transferred to that part of
your JOURNAL.

An in-class review of your JOURNAL will be done Friday, JSn.

u



..HUMANITIES IN THOUGHT AND ACTION--WORKSHEET 3

1. Filmmakers (like MS". Travenick and the maker of

Glas) have a message to convey. They use pictures to
convey their message. They select pictures and put them
In a certain order or sequence- In-order to' clearly con-
veY their message.' Choose Ms. Travenick's vlsual pre-
sentation or Glas and tell ONE of the messages you be-
lieve the filmmaker wanted to convey. Point out the
pictures that do, in fact, convey that one message you

have chosen to discuss. (This must be a MAJOR message.)

2. SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
a:Writers (like yours ,elves) have a message to con-

vey. Abu use words to convey your message, to others.
You select words,and put them in a certain order or
sequence' in order to clearly convey your message..
Give ONE example from the paper you wrote for Ms.
Travenick of one message you wished to convey and
the words you selected in-order to convey that message.

b. A montage is like a sentence--a lot, of pictures one
after another to make one short statement or convey
one short message or create one visual image. Give

ONE example from Ms. Travenick's visual presentation
of 1 montage and the visual image or message it conveyed.

c. A s4quence is like a pfitgrapW--a lot of pictures/
'montages one after another to make one full statement
within the whole film or convey one full message in the
whole essay.or story. Give one example of one of the
paragraphs you wrote in your paper for Ms. Travenick
and tell its message or statement (it will not be the
statement or message of the whole paper you wrote,' but
only one statement within ifT7---

January 25, 1902,

/THINKING qA4

OBSERVATION (of films);
UNDERSTANDING & RECALL'
(of films and lecture)

ANALYSIS (identifying
part of the whole)

UNDERSTANDING ( f lecture)

APPLICATION & USE OF
IDEAS (from class work
in your own work)

OBSERVATION, UNDERSTANDING
& RECALL (of presentation)

ANALYSIS (of prOsentation)

UNDERSTANDING. (of lecture)

APPLICATION & USE OF

IDEA5 (from lecture,
assignment in your own
work) .

I

3. Dave Harris said we have evolved, physically-and cul-
turally, into beings who are more rational and logical
Weft brained) than intuitive and creative (right brained).

Elroy Christenson and Jim Wall spoke of the two edged.
sword of technology, Elrby concentrating on the seduc-
tive, suggestive power of mass media's images on our values,
expectations and choices; and Jim concentrating on the
political-economic problems technology either creates or
solves.

Elaine Travenick showed that individual artists (includ-
ing yourselves) can create effective image or word mes
sages, based on an experience of heightened sensibility if

(as she experienced with the photo of the circles in the t
plazi) or joy or responsiveness, and then conveyed by
the artists' selecting and developing pictures or words
for a chosen purpose and audience.
USE CLASS NOTES AND YOUR OWN REFLECTIONS IN JOURNAL JHEN
SELECT ONLY ONE of/the writers (Miller, Yeats, Canfield)
and give what you think her or his reaction would be to
Harris, Christenson, Wall OR Travenick (choose one only).
.Underltne material in the writing to support jour views.

RECALL & UNDERSTANDING
(of lecture/presentation)-

RECALL & UNDERSTANDING
(of lecture/presentation)

RECALL & UNDERSTANDING

(of lecture/presentation)

UNDERSTANDING (of read-
ing); ANALYSIS (of read-

ing and lectures); COM-
PARISON/CONTRAST & USE OF

IDEAS; SYNTHESIS



L.

January 25, 1982

Humanities in Thought and Action.

HUM 101

STUDENTS' VIEWS

.s

kA. What do people in The Huthanii44_

1. perceive for us.
2. ask why.
3. evaluate surroundings and make us think.
4. find messages.from society that Wejniss.
5. find contrasts. '

6. make music.
7. find good in surroundings.
8. 'help us dream, imagine about what we would like in-tn ideal World
9. help us get An touch with ourselves.

10. create'confusion and.try to clear it up.

a

B. What are "The humanities"?

1. using any medium to express our emotions about our world.
2. process by which we perceive, conclude and express. our thoughts

and feelings.
3. expression set to form.
4. aesthetic elements.
5. study of human:perspective.
6.' study of cultural characteristics and valuep.
7. help us realize our Potentials for expreSsing ourselves.
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HUMA0141fS IN TUOUGUT AND ACTION-4IORKSHEET 4 January 20; 1O112.

(17inft'e an swc1rs n' Dra fts of Wr t I h9/SpeActhes, section of JOBRN4 )

,6.lect eithr. the story by ShaW, Colkte OR Lawrence and
4l nswer,,all the following .questions:'

1. What does the husband MOST want in his marriage
from his wife? Underline your, proof in the story.

. What is the one MAJOR obstacle to his having or
'getting it? Underline your proof in the.story.

What does'the wife MOST want in her marriage
from her husband? Underline your proof in the story

4. Whit is the one MAJOR obstacle to her having or
getting it? Underline your proof in the story.

BASED ONLY UPON THE PROOF YOU HAVE DISCOVERED IN THE
ABOVE INVESTIGATION, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

5. Does husband and/or wife make a conscious, deliberate
choice concerning the obstacle in order to get what,
he/she most wants in the marriage from his/her spouse?
If so, what is/are these choices? Underline proof in
the story and make use of any relevant proofdiscovered
above.

6. If.neither makes such a choice, why not? Underline
` proof in story and make use of any relevant proof
discovered above.

BASED ONLY UPON THE PROOF YOU HAVE DISCOVERED IN THE ABOVE
INVESTIGATIONS; ANSWER THE FOLLOWING:

7. If this story shows the image in the author's mind
(right brain)'about how men and women relate in
marriage, what is that image? What does this
author believe the marriage relationship between
husband and wife is? REMEMBER, YOUR CONCLUSION MUST
BE BASED SOLELY UPON THE PROOF YOU HAVE DISCOVERED
IN THE-gREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS. Your answer should
begin inithis way: I believe Author
believes the marriage relationship between a husband
and wife is (fill in your hypthesis/interpretation).
My belief is based upon a study of the story: Here
is the evidence to support my interpretation.

7

ThINKTNG SKIt LS

ANALYSIS (of reading);
OBSERVATION. (of details,
evidence); MAKING IN-
FERENCES (based on evi-
dence)

ANALYSIS (of reading);
OBSERVATION (of details,
evidence); MAKING IN-
FERENCES (based on evi-
dence)

UNDERSTANDING, RECALL
(of lectures); APPLICATION.
OF IDEAS (from lecture
to own investigation and
inferences); MAKING IN
FERENCES (based on other
ideas and evidence and own
inferences); SYNTHESIS
(developing your own unique
interpretation based on
available information)

Answet the following and put your ideas in the Reflections section of your JOURNAL..
1. Are people, to your observation, like that in real life?\ What evidence?
2. Are you yourself in your own experience like that? Examples?

'Put your responsegto the following in your Ideal World section of your JOURNAL:
1. Will,there be marriagejin your Ideal World ?. If so, what will it be like?
2. Will people be like the author's in your Ideal World? If not, how will they be?

20



PUMA NIII0 t (NOOGD4 AND AC ON - WORI6DIFTS . Fel). !)., 8?

(Take lecture notes 11 Notes in your JOaliNAL and-write arv.wvr!:
In Drafts of"Writing/Speeches Section of Journal.

LECTURETTE: ORGANIZING SHORT ORAL STATEMCNTS,

I. One method of organization P.D R Method 4

P A. Prepare audience and preview message
0 B. Develop, statement
R C. Review and restate.

D. Example of question and organized in ,P I) R
Method

1

Question to the class: How has the individual been
treated in Western art?. Consider any period or
periods from the Hellemic to the Expressionist.
Have there been any differences.?

One organized answer: (P DR Method)
The Expressionist period has the most exciting treat-
ment of the individual, and there are two reasons
why I think it was the most exciting. First, express-
ionists such as Munch and Matisse painted the emotions
of people' as in Matisse's "The Dance" where pure joy
is the mes,a'sge or Munch's "The Cry" where horror is
the feeling. Secondly, expressionists dared to paint
people as distorted, in different colors and poses
such as the nudes in blue and red. This distortion
was an attempt to show people as less than perfect -
as they really are. So the courage to show us as
flawed and filled with emotion is to-me the-excitement
the expressionists give to their treatment of people.

II. Relationship 'cif "Scientific Method" to P D R Metlrod of organi-
zation

QUESTIONS TO ANSWER WITH SHORT, ORGANIZED RESPONSES

1. In any one of the four- stories read last week, what is the

author's image of how men and women relate in marriage and do
you agree with that image?

2. What are the similarities or differences in the form, content,
or. message of "The Oath of Horatii" and "The Dance"?

3. From which artistic period does either of the above paintings
come? How. do you know?

4. Which, if either, of the above paintings reveals pebple as they
are toda ?

FOR YOUR JO NAL
1. What thinking & communication skills are being used in the P D R

Method?
2. Where and when can you use the P D R Method of organization?

21
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HUMANITIES IN NOUGHT AND ACTION -- WORK-SW.12 0 6

(Write answer'. in r4fts section of JOURNAL)

). Because human tieing: have ideals,.ovils can be and
are' corrocted. Do you agree or disagree? Woe your
answer on material covered during the. pe.entations

4. or Sprage and Barton. Also look at what you know
about your own life anti recent Give
fwecific lines from the literary

ti rks or specific
references to Sprague's lectures or your own or
recent hisi.orical experiences.

ANSWER ONE OF THE FOLLOWING (2. or 3.)

2. Would you say Hot Kurt': is Conrad's portrait of'

King Leopold (as Conrad sees him)? Using specific
material from both Barton's and Sprague's presenta-
tions and'The Heart of Darkness, support your
answer.

'3. Would you say that the King Leopold in Twain's
"Soliloquy of King Leopold" is a valid or
truthful portrait of the real' King Leopold?

---

USing.specific material from both Barton's and
"King Leopold's Soliloquy," support your answer.

07'

vt SELECT ONE OF TJIE FOLLOWING (4, or 5.)

4. What is Kurtz' ideal' world? Does he create and
live in his own idea of an ideal world? Back
up your answer with specifics from The Heart of
Darkness, showing why you believe as you do.

. 5. What is Marlow's ideal world? Would' he want Kurtz,
exactly as he is, in his -Heal world? Why or why
not? Back up your answer with specifics from The
Heart of Darkness.

Feb,. 25, 19112,

SKIM

RteAll

OBSLIWTION, UNDERSTANDING,
RL(ALL, ANALYSIS, COMPARIWN/
CONIRAST, AppLICAHON OF !WS

OBSERVATION, UNDERSTANDI
RECALL, ANALYSIS, SYNTHESI,S,
APPLICATION OF IDEAS,. MAKING'7;

,

INFERENCES"

In your Ideal World section of your JOURNAL, consider whether you would want King
Leolold, Mdrk Twain, Marlow, Kurtz, Conrad or any other character(s) in The Heart
of Darkness in your Ideal World. Would you want people. ike them?

Also consider whether you would want Sir Harry Johnston, Edward D. Morel or Sir
Roger Casement in your Ideal World. Would you want people like any of them?

1. ,1
Finslly, consider whether you want imperialism in your Ideal World. If you .don't
want it, say, in your Ideal World section of your JOURNAL, why you would not allow it;
if you believe, an the other hand; there is a place.for it. fn your Ideal World;
explain what contribution it will make to your Ideal World.

In your Reflections section of your JOURNAL, think about whether y U're like Kurtz
or Marlow or any of the characters read about this at week. Also consider whether-
you are like Twain: are you angry about injustice? Do you want to express this anger?
Do you? Are you like Morel or Casement or Sir Harry? Should you be like any of these
people?
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I You Are An elf.t itAble, erierqetic. very hriqht %tUdvht who i%
wild ationt nAtur, people, hright tolou%, and rahqv, v)i.A0.1(. plat r.,
Your it .chool prot.-..or% are tem:hint) you a co rain %tyle 0' 0.11 that
calm and . tlit 11.1!, cool, intafekl 1:610t-%, tid Loin trn.. y cum land

portrait,,, 01 rich peonfe who will tw bi4inq'youl palutinq%. You
have been tryinq to learn this stylr hcaue the=.. re the kind;
that ...ell and mal,A. a reputation ICNAll .1ft.1%t,

You have )u.t brought into cla.!, a new paintinq in I'd you plinti A
dreamyou had of a river and jungle in the Congo. the .0 I, t'014t. with
Congolese people in bright Clothe'), with brillYaft tra'iber%, with All
sorts of jewels on. An xplosion and fire are in the background.
loved your' exciting dream and you arts excited about truing able to (TOpture
the excitement on your canvas, on whichout of your.edtement and
inspiration, you wlaAied thick stroke!. tot violent 4nd.briAliant
In strange and dream -like shapes.

.\116u want your teacher to critique it and put-it in the scnOol art exhibit
because you know this is really you and you are proud of what you have
discovered.

2. You are a neo- classic art professor who has made reputation painting
portraits for the ricer. You ap a famous teacher' with a reputation and
honors for turning.out-artists like yourself. You believe art should be
intellectUal ,-balanced, polished, realistic. You have to deCide which
paintings of your students to put in the important school art exhibit,

SITUATION II \\

1. You work for an advertising agency which..is starting a new campaign to
sell a new type of product for both men and women. It is a chemical
that when put on-the skin sendS out an odor that is so attractive, the
opposite sex is inevitably attracted. The advertising copy will sky'that
happiness, love, and,sex will all result. You have seen through test
results that people do attract others with this chemical. You know it
will sell. You will be in charge of the campaign and you are excited about
tpe possibilities of being promoted and getting a trig raise if you do well.
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,thrt ,c ottt rOt of the o ulna an.t to yo,st life. In 01C 1taVc nt:e;t3:1 Al7C
(hr 1r(( r-,tC thought rtocrn luvoivr,1 to the, it Fite ralt'It'f
of out Itt cirtClcca anA loot:tat Vc 14, Y..o to ,fia,,vre,::f.rault,

u=int thltaltw uhczcin You aW ititciptet the
nmtavhiially aa you f:ral( f'1,t* hia t.tt y.r;z.,Cal.!aY,

1, T41.c C:!t of yoos tla ac trctdrt 1t Y,tti 4.1140.1
IcOtOcy :17,114t. CO tt:r 14T. 14.-",c 1rd ,lAnn c!:

On,c yoti hlvr thr c'!.ce!,,1 :Ir". yo;it dreart, ptrtc113 Y,u rc its a ot
at:t.,1A CO atalt ti a 0411' ChIcurh a forcaf Op Co ¶hc t p of a ItI,Itfaiti

14Lrir vcu Will ct14.0%ItIct- a \ct' wi,c i)etz:.,11 VltAt vt:, will
ut.dtran my77ho1 . 1441k throurh thr t1 and 1,rAuttft$1 'tc( attocz

thr hrloftr ahovr tho attran, t thr mountaiu to -iout trat: ftirttA. Vtitr
thr '1"1"itur ro's nov ltavr l'c'turrn Your titrAn !t ir;I:1 a%.1 Yotttnelf ahout 4!:r

C.
7.-rao,in,: of the avrIVol tt vour rrAT. WIltel you have ilufahrA yout
let your dre.lrf frit-nd givr ;.(1,3 a gift. Thrq t;art, t:101 thr nountain,
1,acl. to te vat-king lot at fluim your journr-i. 1P.::tt h' Y. nc0
,lh,nut,Your drran yout%rlf t .p)1.1 did ttat,in,14 !'rio:r volt ra,fr thr
Ic-uttlrY' row ,11d You Mat-over thin knowledga: :L./ to oecrihe wh,it

y.0 d1tc.verr,1 thin m#1r1r ahout yourarlf at Your Atc.lm. H,w
zhi:-_,,-thod of di,covrry co=pare with thr acientific nrtht.-1 of d17tcoyety Vc
have C7.5C,! rnrlirr in thin clA7

-..1.-

. Air:ure that Veart of Patqnrn in a dream Aritt that r,,nt of tiro %.hAvA,.-trtc

c,1

=MI o!,ieetn in the novel ate nynholn. Identify t! three nyz.7.11 that 'ate
the 7.'.'071t int en'Ir !onlnant ntt,! .perlor.ally irrort ant ) to you and thrn uitt-.F.
;1c.,...a..-=110 1 ata _t_70, make a tiro,in j,iti-rtev

:-Its tit,.$ diAt for 4.`*l ;0,ovr ati! in
rlann on Thorn,lay And hive a dialogue afoot the ayr:I'ol In the -.!re;!:' of
Peart_of_llarnrnn. Write don the dialogue ani the :..-eaning You grt fro:-.

thr dialoi,00 for each nymhol. (You ftay :Ono wint to write what you thiul-.
thr nyitl!,1'.+1 t.rant fur a r or CharACtrtr ritich 4:1 '''.AVIov or rurtrl
After you have ride thtre (ire= lourneyn, rtemourize what vou now knt.of ahot:t
yourNelf in relation to thoe rynt,oln Iron Pratt of DArinenn ansi t:W--7-Arir.r
what you know n(7,14 al.,out geaIt of Daricnell that you aidn't knew !'efore. itcw
do:1 your OndertItantling of the novel differ fron.. your 1:nderntanling gainr.!
by unint the rcientific rethod Lint wee)? t you have nrw unernt.Inding'

.of the novel? Po Yeti nee a new way of r-tins a novel pQrnonally meaningful
, to you;' If t;o, at in thin new Way?

3. 1;ince you have now used analogical thinking an,i Indtwtive thinking (ncientiii,:
m,tod), tell how the two rirthodn differ. V7tinjit information you have written
in your journal from earlier CXerClrten or prr7;entationn, tell how rnch rettw,!-.
I n valnalqe in underntanding a nubjeot and in underntandi ou5elf. Vhich
r_ethod.helpn you get clocier to "the truth"?
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MID-TE M EXAM ,HUMANITIES 101 NAME

Background Information: This course has dealt with several themes or ideas., Four of
the-most important themes are the below; read each of them before you begin to take
this test.

. CHOICE. Human beings are capable of making choices; human beings do make
choices; choices, are made on the basis of what the human, being believes or %/al(
or vents. Sometimes human beings don't make, or don't conciously make,
choices (even though we do have the capacity to make them) because something
or someone or some group influences us so powerfully that our ability and
freedom to make chdices are handicapped or limited.

b: ';CHANGE. Human beings live in society, each with its own culture, values,
ideas, and art.# Some people, usually thdse of the younger generatio6,
rebel against and are not' satisfied with those accepted ideas, values Old
art. They then cause a change by creating different values, ideas and art.
Once the changes have become accepted by,that generalion's soCiety, others
come along to rebel against what the other, older generation has created.
Thus, change in values and art keeps occurring throughout history.

dtzc. -F M. Anything must have a form in order to exist. The form can be the physi-
cal form of an object (a useful object or art object) or the non-physical
abstract form of music. The form conveys or carries meaning or feeling, as in
paintings. The artist or producer of the thing or message must work to
"discover" precise form for the message or idea or feeling he or shewants
to convey. The process of discovery to find the, most suitable form is often
difficult and may take a long time, and many people may be involved in
developing,the form, especially if it is a new kind of form.

d. PERCEPTION. Human, beings connect Vbith the world, reality, society, other'peopc
by means of our ability to perceive with our senses. However, there are
things which limit our ability to perteive. Some of these things are in the
world outside us (such as society's values and ideas which give us "set"
ways to perceive or media which drums certain perceptions into us by
repetition), and some of what limits us is within ourselves (such as our
not using our right brain enough). It is difficult to gain.new perceptions
when there is so much limiting us; but, through history, there arepeoPle
who come along who through their discoveries and works make breakthroughs

--and develop new ways to perceive and new things to perceive. These break-
throughs.increase our range of perceptiOn, our ability to perceive more..

Below are four different sets of questions. In each set there are four questions:
a, b, c, and d. All the "a" questions (t ere is one "a" question in each set) are
on the theme of CHOICE. All the "b" questions are on the theme of CHANGE. All

the,"c"questtons are on,the theme of FORM. And the "d" questions are on the
theme of PERCEPTION. You are.to choose one of4these four themes and answer all
the questions on that one theme.. For example, if you choose the theme of-CHANGE, you
should answer the "b" question in each set. Thus, each student will be answering
four questions on one theme. Before you decide which theme you will choose, go over
all the themes. Find the one with which you feel most comfortable, about which
,you-know the most, and for which you can produce the best evidence.
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HUMANITIES 101 MID-TERM EXAM, ,page 2 Name

Test questions, Answer -on lined mper. Skip every other line.. Write in Sentences.
Use your best thinking and writing skills. You will have 50 minutes in class on
Tuesday to answer the questions in final form, so practice while you study. You
should answer the four questions (remember, one question from each set and use
the same themeqhroughout) in no more than 600 words.

1 SET 1 (Answer .a or b or c or d.)

a. CHOICE. Select one story or article you have been assigned so far and summarize
whether or not the people in the story, have free choice and use it. 'Then quote
the lines from the story or article "llevidence to support your summary.

A b. 'CHANGE. Select one story or article assigned so far and summarize the change tJat
the story or article is discussing; Tell what originally existed and then what
was _changed. Finally, tell,whOt the new situation was'after the change. Quote
lines as evidence to support your summary.

c. FORM, Select-one story or article assigned so far and summarize what it says about
61.---'m and the process of trying to discover,a form that fits the idea or feeling
that is to be cOnveyed. Quote lines as ewidence to proveyour points.

d. PERCEPTION. Select one story or article assigned so far and summarize what it
says about perception, how it is limited or how it is potentially used. Quote
lines as evidence to support your summary.,

2. SET 2 (Answer the question below that is on the same theme you selected for
Set 1,)

CHOICE. Select one guest presenter and tell how s/he showed that people do or
. do,Qot have free choice. Make specific references to the presentation.

. CHANGE. Select one guest presenter and tell how s/he showed that cultire, values,
ideas, art do or do not change. Make specific references to the presentation.

c. FORM. Select one guest presenter and tell how s/he showed that to understand
form is to understand art, music, literature, ideas; discuss how form has to fit
the idea or feeling being conveyed, Make specific references to the presentation.

PERCEPTION. Select one guest presenter who said people do or do not perceive
what is around them and who discussed things that affet (perception. Make
specific references to the presentation.

. SET .3 (Answer the question below that is on the same theme you selected for
Set 1 and Set 2.)

a. CHOICE. Take.the story or article you used for SET 1 and the presentation you
used for SET 2 and say whether the author.and presenter agree or disagree. Give

specific evidence to support your conclusion.

b. CHANGE. Take the story gr article you used for SET 1 and the presentation you
used for SET 2 and say wFiether the author and presenter agreegor disagree. Give

specific evidence to support your conclusioh.

FORM, Take the story or article you used for SET 1 and the presentation yoU
used for'SET 2 and say whether the.author and presenter agree or disagree. Give
specific evidence to support your-conclusion.

28



HUAMNITIES 101 MI,D-TERM EXAM page 3 Name

SET 3 .(continued)

,O. PERCEPTION. Take the story or article you used for SET 1 and the presentation
you used for SET 2 and say whether the author and presenter agree'or disagree.
Give specific evidence to support your conclusion.

. SET 4 (Answer the question below that is on the same theme you selected for
Set 1, Set 2, and Set 3.)

--a. CHOICE. Take your'anSwers for Sets 1, 2, and 3 and think about your own life
and reality as you know it in this society and culture. By specifically referring
to all three of your answers (Sets 1,.2, and 3) and, quoting from your own answers,
state your conclusion as to whether you agree or disagree with the written
work and the presentation in class'.

0

b. CHANGE. Take your answers for Sets 1, 2, and 3 and think about your own'1ife
and reality as you know it in this society and culture. By specifically referring
to all three of your answers (Sets 1, 2, and 3) and quoting from your own answers,
state your conclusion as to whether you agree or disagree with the written
work andrthe presentation in class.

c. FORM. Take your answers for Sets'1, 2, and 3 and thirik about your own life
and reality as you know it in this society and culture. By specifically
referring to all three of your answers (Sets 1, 2, and'3) and quoting from your
own answers, state your conclusion as to whether you agree or disagree with
the written work and the,presentation in class.

d. PERCEPTION. Take your answers for Sets 1, 2, and 3 and think about your own life
and reality as you know it in this society and culture. By specifically referring
to all three, of your answers (Sets 1,.2, and 3) and quoting from your own
answers, state your conclusion as to whether you'agree or disagree with the
written work and the, presentation in class.

II. QUESTION # 5' (Everyone should answer this question.)

WhAt is your definition of "the humanities" as you experience them in this course?
How are the humanities, as you define them, influencing you? Answer in terms of
the same theme (choice, change, form, or perception) you have used throughout
the exam.

a. CHOICE. How do you understand and make choices now?

b. CHANGE. How are you understanding and seeing change now?

c. ZORI1. How are you understanding and being aware of form now?

d. PERCEPTION. How do you Perceive and ho* are you aware of perception now as
compared with the beginning of the quarter?



HUM 101

HUMANITIES IN THOUGHT AND ACTION--FINAL EXAM
March 17, 1982 Name:

This is an open-book exam which you will take home to prepare before you write it.
You may bring all your notes and books to the test with you:

PLEASE REFER TO YOUR MID-TERM FOR FOUR THEMES ADDRESSED BY, THE HUMANITIES. LISTED BELOW
ARE TWO ADDITIONAL THEMES:

Theme: SEARCH, FOR WHAT IS REAL

Theme: BRINGING ONE'S PRESENT
LIFE CLOSER TO. HIS/HER
IDEAL (WHAT ONE WANTS
THE FUTURE TO BE AT

PIT BEST)

In most of the presentations you learned that artists,
historians, writers, and philosophers all search for
what is really real, what is true. You learned that
when a person discovers what is real (what s/he
believes is real), that person then has a basis for
his/her life that may be 180° different from his/her
life up to then, if the choice is made to accept'the
new perception aswhat is really real. (You learned
that historians are never sure they havediscovered
the truth about what is really real. On the other
hand, a philosopher may in fact change his/her entire
life as a result of discovering what s/he believes is
really real. Characters in literature act on the basis
of what they believe is real--or refuse to accept
something as real because they do not want'to have to
change their lives; thus they run away from the
search, for what is real.)

You learned that artists, writers, philOsophers, and
musicians all seek to create works or live in ways
that require striving to perfect or improve their
present situation or condition. For some (as with
artists and musicians of the younger generation)' this
striving. to come closer to something better than that
which exists requires changing the present--so that
the future will be more satisfying, more perfect,
more ideal, more in line with and closer to the really
real, as s/he perceives it. You learned that sometimes
a person can die trying to change the present so that
the future will be better, more ideal. You learned
that large groups of people who have a belief of how
people should live can work together to be sure the
future will be better, more ideal, and more like the
way the believe people should live. You learned
changing the less ideal present into a future closer
to a person's or group's ideal of how life should be
is difficult and may require some sacrifice, at least
some sustained effort and possibly even some degree of
power, either in personal authority or personal will
and determination to move into a better future.



1.. Pick one of the six major themes (four are on the mid-term, but do not choose
the thethe you used on the mid-term) and give specific'examples, quotes, and
references from three presentations and three readings to illustrate that same
theme. Explain Ih-deXpress the theme in your own words. Try to organize your
answer into the'"PDR" format. .

. Select either The Heart of Darkness or "Subliminal Man" for this 'question.

Look at the work of fiction as though it were a dream you had. Identify (select
and name) three symbols that are very intense, outstanding or personally,affect-
ing to youlTaly) in that "dream." You want to interpret your "dream.' You
want to understand the symbols in your "dream" so that you can understand the full
meaning "written" in the "dream" by its "author."

Use the analogic thinking method to interpret the three symbols. Follow this
procedure; do one symbol at a time:

a. Go on a journey (a reverie experience), either to the mountain or to the
shore, as you did with Mr. Munns in class. When you arrive and meet and then
walk with your wise friend, you will ask about one of the symbols. Your
friend will answer. Then return from'the journey.

. Write down what your dream friend tells you that symbol means.

c. Repeat with the next two symbols.

d. After your three journeys you will have three answers. Now study these
answers. What do they tell you about yourself? What do they tell you abut
the work of fiction? Write down what you have learned about yourself and
The work of fiction.

e. Compare this analogical thinking with the scientific method of discovery.

3. Dreams, works fo art, your own life as you choose to live it, sybmols, and possibly
even the world itself are all forms that embody, manifest,.and express something.
else (something inner, something beyond, something really real). Byror through
"reading," "listening to," interpreting, and understanding these forms we can.come
to know or understand that something else, that inner self, the spirit beyond.
Thinking of the presentations by Munns and Kerns and, of The Presence of Other
Worlds, discuss, specifically, whether you, in your own life, in your own experiences
with your dreams, with works of art you view, in your choices and perceptions, now
agree or disagree with the statement at the beginning of this question.

Is this the same view you had at the beginning of the quarter or ,,has your view
changed over the quarter? If your view has changed, please explain in what ways
its is different now from before.

Be specific: give examples; organize your answer.

4. Will you be--are you-now--living your life any differently as a result of what,
you learned in this course? Specifically,
a. HaVe you determined what you want your future to be like (your Ideal World)?

_,Have you found a Way to bring this (ideal) future about? What will you have
to do to bring this about, if you have determined you want to do so?

b. When next you view a work of visual art, how will y6u do it?
c. When next you read a work of literature, how will you do it?
d. Wherrnext you listen to classical music, how will you do it?

Again, be specific; give examples; use references; organize-your answer.

o 4
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January 19, 20, & 21, 1982 Elaine Travenick, Instructor

Humanities 101.01

4

ff

These three days in class we 14-01 have a'combination of activities: a multi-media
production; group discussion and work; independent writing; lecture.

Fortunately, the lecture will be the minor part of our sessions.

During the first two weeks of class you have been reviewing material concerning
perception and ways in which our society is becoming increasingly aware of
aspects of perception.

Many times we as individuals do not realize our potential for shaping our own
messages; we are unaware of tljp fact that we are constantly interpreting combinations
of experiences, activity botrGerbal and non-verbal, visual and auditory. Even
more surprising is the way we meld these experiences into interpretations which
have values attached; combinttions we internalize and make generalizations about.

The multi-media presentation is speci ly designed by this instructor to help
you realize your capabilities just des ribed in the application of the information
presented to you in the form of a collected vocabulary and a resulting written
statement.

The purpose of this presentation and the preparation of it is directed toward
a writing exercise. No world-shaking message is inherent in the combination of

'these visuals- -but many unique possibilities for an interpretive statement exist
in the presentation whole. ,

Have a good time with this assignment! There is really no way you can be wrong
in your interpretation. We will have .two interruptions for group discussion,
and see the 'show' three times during the class hour.

If any mechanical failures occur, we will continue with this first part of our
writing exercise and experiment on Wednesday. Thursday we will view a. short

.documentary film, GLAS. This film was made in Holland about eight years ago.
It is one which provides opportunity to call up a long list under each category
in our vocabulary and conceptual pools in preparation for the writing exercise.

Enjoy!
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HUMANITIE'S

:MON EXERCISE USI NONLINEAR VISUALS AND MUSIC
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HUM 101.

January 21; 1982
Elaine Travenick

Instructor

During the first two days of this unity of study we have viewed and reviewed a two minute,_
non-linear multi-image presentation. It could be thought of as .a visual composition
accompanied by music.'

You haveprepared worksheet theVbdabulary PoOl and Conceptual Pool sheets to recall
the images, and to write words or phrases which come to you acco5,141 our own
.perception-Of the presentation.

'We viewed the film, RAS, and you were asked to respond on worksheets in the same
manner.as you had done for the multi-iMage message: '

A major theme in this course in Humanities is to become more aware of:the aspects and
capabilities of human perception. Because of each person's unique experiences in life,
and unique interpretations of written, oral, or visual messages, there is great possibility
for varation of response for these experiencet we have *Shared in class on Tuesday and
Wednesday.

Your assignment:

Choose to develop-a written statement (of 1 to 3 pages) on ONE of the presentations,
either the film, or the multi-image presentation.

Make use of your worksheets as they .will help you call on your descriptive vocabulary-
and perhaps suggest to you an approach to your writing.

Write with a purpOseDetermine what you want to emphasize in your written message.
yrite with development of your interpretation in mind, and
with concern,' for your reader to understand your perception.

Key IdeaL-Example: A fantasy
A fashion statement
Elegance
Importance of color
An imaginative romp.
Material maligned

Love -4
Skilled hands
Fascinating faces
Human hands
Graceful tough guys/tough graceful guys
(Or yourown imaginative; perceptive
beginning)

Once you ,have a key idea, select carefully your details to extend your personal
perception of the idea to yo' -Teaders-*****Don't forget your audience.*****
Inform them; illuminate,their minds; create a new experience for them; fascinate them;
clarify your position for them; enjoy writing for them. ,

Write your response impulsiv#1y; get excited. Use your flamboyant self freely on the
paper. ENJOY III THEN PLANIO REVISE it at least three times. Polish up the rhythym.
Read it aloud and listen to the pace, the smoothly delivered words to express your ideas.
(If it's not smooth, redo it!)

TYPEWRITTEN PAPERS APPRECIATED '- CORRECT YOUR PUNCTUATION AND SPELLING

MAKE A TERRIFIC EFFORTTO EXTEND YOURSELF IN THIS WRITING, AND INVOLVE YOUR READER IN YOUR

PURPOSE:

PAPERS ARE'DUE ON MONDAY IN CLASS AT 12:00

BRING THE FOLLOWING PAPERS TO CLASS: Dittoed worksheets and 'prewriteS, plus
your worksheets on GLAS

,t .41



1.. FORM ANALYSIS}S ADING TO CONTENT.

MEDIA :

SIZE

NAME

2. MAJOR ELEMENTS

LINE ,

SHAPE

TEXTURE

VALUE

COLOR USE

3.' PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION

HARMONY

VARIETY

DOMINANCE

BALANCE

movEllbrr

PROPORTION

SIMPLICITY

USE OF SPACE

CONTENT

u

TITLE

ARTIST

DATE

* MEANING-MOOD-MESSAGE ;



HUMANITIES 101
SURVEY FOR MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY ,

LECTURE XI

1. Check each item that you have personally used in the,past six months.
Circle each item used by someone else you know.

artifiCial lighting anylahing made of plastic

contact lenses

color reproduction in books
or magazines .

heart surgery

telephone

typewriter

camera

automobile

a turnpike/freeway

ice box

canned food

computer

electronic calculator

copy machine

electrical appliance credit card

electronic gamepower tool

polaroid cameraradio

television freeze-dried food

microwave oventape recorder

any, form of vitamin seen photos of space

or medicine video recorder

cardiac pacemakerairplane

frozen food

2. List your favorite or most' admired historical figure either living,
dead or fictional.

a.

b.

c.

g.

h.

d. i.

rty e j.

3. List the magazines or newspapers you subsctibe to or buy-on a regular
basis.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g



'4. List your favorite visual artists.

a:

b.

c.

a.

e.

(Describe the work they do.).

S. List your favorite shows. (Describe chief characteristic.)
a.

b.

c.

d.

a.

6. List your favorite'TV or movie stars. (Describe
chief characteristic.)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

7. List your favorite TV commercials. (Describe each according to, how theproduce is presented--contains well-known personality, contains plain-folk testimonial, uses scientific jargon, appeals to emotions, usesexciting visual-effects.)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

/81
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NUM 101
Worksheet for 1/25-1/27
"Literature: Form and Meaning In Fiction
About Men and Women

Men and Womeri: Four Marriages

Kischner and Smith

Following is a list of questions that can be applied, to the four stories we are
reading this week. Consider them in relation to each story. Record your. .responses
in your journal.

1) What-words would you use to describe the wife? Take each work and state the
concrete detail from the story that led you to your description.

2) Follow the directions in the first question in regard to.the husband..

3) What interpretations or inferences can you make, or what understanding do you
have, about the past, present and future of their relationShip? State'the
concrete details from the story that led you to these interpretations or
understandings.

4) How does each title help you understand the story?

MR & PP:mbc



3rd QUESTIONNAIRE;

1. What are the first words that come to your mind about the teacher?

2. What are the first words that come to your mind about the student?

3. Could you see yourself responding in the same way.as the teacher?

4. Could you see yourself responding in the same way as the student?

5. With whom do you feel more sympathy?

Who will win in this confrontation?

How do you think the playwright wanted the teacher played?

8. How do you think the-playwright wanted the student played?

5. Which did you like best of the three?



HUMANITIES IN THOUGHT AND ACTION

Discussion of 3/2/82

1. What we learned about drama:

a. our attitudes influence our perception of dramatic works (palys)

b. it's as hard for an actor to change a character's personality as it is
for a person to change his/her personality

2. What we learned in general:

a. words reveal feeling and mood just as bodylanguage, facial expression,
color, etc. reveal feeling in a painting

b. perception comes from past experience but can be altered with the
scientific method

c. first impressions can and do dominate (unless we use the
scientific method)

d. do we see what we wnat to see or what is there?

COULD YOU SAY YOU LEARNED THE SAME THINGS (AS ABOVE) FOR OTHER PRESENTATIONS

AND MATERIAL THIS QUARTER IN THIS COURSE? LOOK OVER THE PREVIOUS PRESENTATIONS

AND MATERIAL AND CHOOSE TWO TO THREE AREAS OR PRESENTATIONS ABOUT WHICH YOU

COULD SAY YOU LEARNED THE SAME THINGS OR SORTS OF THINGS. THEN GIVE YOUR REASONS

FOR CHOOSING THOSE. WHAT SPECIFICALLY DID YOU LEARN FROM THEM THAT IS THE

SAME AS YOU SEE LISTED ABOVE?



NORTH SEATTLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Social Sciences Division

Philosophy
Dr. Kerns

PLATO'S CAVE

1. What is the story about? What is it saying?

2. Who are the people in the Cave?

3. There is one person in the cave who is different than the others, "the
philosopher." What is different about that person?

4. Why does he leave the cave? What moves him to go out?

5. What 'does he find is outside? What are some differences between what
is inside and what is outside the cave?

6. Why does he return to the cave? What moves him to return?

. When he returns, he says something (in Greek) to the other. What do you
suppose he is saying?

8. Why do the'people in the cave attack him? What provokes them to attack him?

"They beat him to death. with theii. own chains." plat does that sentence
mfan,eas you understand it?

10. Why do you suppose their chains have no locks on them? What does that mean?

11. What is, the cave? Who are the dancers?

fad /2 -82



__NORTH SEATTLE COMMUNITY COLL

Philosophy
Or. Tom Kerns

QUESTIONS FOR SWEDENBORG

(First half of the book)

clinc'eS Orvitiinn

1. At the age of 56 Sr$edenborg's life took-a new direction. What had been hisdirection before that? And what after that?

2. What was Swedenborg's method,forgoing within." (19)

3. What is the hypnogogic state? What is its value?

4. What 3 discoveries does' van Dusen make about man's mind in the hypnogogicState? (31-33)

5. What are the most important ideas in chapter 3?

6. Prior to entering the realms of heaven and hell, S describes.two thresholdworlds, -a) the state of exteriors (72-73) and b) the state of interiors
(74-75). What is each?

7.-- What..are _the primary characteristics of heaven?

8. What are the primary characteristics of hell?

9. Are these psychological states of a person, or ontological states' of being?Or both?
V.

10. What is "the principle that unites all the worlds"? (91-93)

11. What does S mean by "the ruling love of a. life"? (96ff)

fad
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NORTH SEATTLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

PHILOSOPHY
Kerns

(Second half of the book)

SWEDENBORG QUESTIONS

I'YociAf Scioncef.

12. What dOes van Diisen mean by "higher order hallucination;" and "lower order
hallucinations"/ Briefly describe them.

13. How did he arrive at those two concepts? Theoretically? Experientially?

14. How does. van Ouseri describe, in your own words, what it would be like "to
be posSessed in normal sense"? (137-38)

15. Which of the "minor miracles" is most interesting to you? Why? (ch. 7)

16. What attitude did Swedenborg himself take toward his "miracles"?

17. "Existence itself is symbolic." Illustrate what S means by this. (ch. 8)

18. What is S's concept of The Grand Man, and what does he mean when he says
"The lord is Very Man."? (175-78)

19. Explain briefly the last six lines of Jules Borges' poem on p.

He knew that Glory and Hell too
Are in.your soul , with all their myths;
He knew, like the Greek; that the days
Of time are Eternity!s mirrors.
In dry Latin he went on listing.

The unconditional Last Things.

20. "The good that is in us is nothing until it comes into existence as uses."
(p. 214) Explain what S means by this.

21. "Live the Truth that you know." Explain. (222ff)

22. What are some of the truths that you know?

23. Explain the following quote from p. xiii. "Though the strange richness of
his later psychological-spiritual findings would later get him labeled as
either a great mystic or a madman, he never changed fundamentally from the
scientist who simply wanted to underStand and describe the whole of existence."

24. What idea or fact in Swedenborg, if you had to pick just one, would you say is
the most interesting or important for you? Why?

25. What one question, if S were still alive here,'would you like put to him?

fad
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A Pnifq-i;ifi.=.ori of Left-Mudc-:, And Piyht !4.0de Chlra(teri%tit%

I if I MOM

Verbal: tkinq word. to har10, ik%frihe,
do( i no.

Analytic: liguring things out step-41y-
:tep and part-hy-part.

Symbol c: thing a :ymbol to ;rand for
.mottling. I or Oxiir0 a(! drawn torn
AMP, tan for eye, the t ign .etand
for the process Of addition.

Abstract: Taking out a %mall hit of in-
formation and using it to represent
the whole thing.

Temporal: Keeping track of time, sequenc-
ing one thing after another: doing tirst
things first, second things second, etc.

Rational: Drawing conclusions based on
reason and facts.

Digital: Using numbers as in counting.

Logical: Drawing conclusions based on logic:
one thing following another in logical
order - for example, a mathematical theorem
or a well-stated argument.

Linear: Thinking in terms of linked ideas.
one thought directly following another,
often leading to a convergent conclusion.

Left Hemisphere: Controls the'right side
of the body.

RIGHT MOW.

thirty vit).-11: Pm at !wt r, trrir:.il
conne(..tion with wod%,

tinthetic: Putting thing toilthcr to fotm

Com.ret: keloting to thim: they Arr. it
the t 11r,111011I

Analogic: Svoinq hotwvn things.,
understanding retaohoric relationOin.

Nonterooral: Without a sn%e of tiro,

Nonrational: Not requiring a basis of reason
or facts; wi 11 inyne sr. to suspend judoement.

SRatial: Seeing where thinnS are in relation
to other things, And hcw parts go together
to form a whole.

Intuitive: Making leaps of insight, often
based on incomplete patterns, hunches,
feelings, or visual images.

Holistic: Seeing whole patterns all at-once.;
perceiving the overall patterns and
structures, often leading to divergent
conclusions.

Right Hemisphere: Controls the left side
of

Right_ Hemisphere:



ts HUM-101 Wintet qu.rtfeA

Orintun Spr4ouc

THI HI HP.T()PY

A. A 611INITION
I. hittury al fact

history mpanin9
J. -history an rxpret....lon or value-.

B. WHAT DISCOVURTO IN HP.TORY
1. knowledge of !ielt and Ohev:
2. ibjective truth
3. explanation

C. WHAT HISTORY MS
1. humanize
2. perspective
3.' a sense of modety
4. a "back door" to the future
5. personal guides'

D. DISTORICAL CAUSATION
1. teleological
2. social forces
3. great men
4. economic determinism
5. no causes

E. A NOTE ON PROGRESS
1. What is it?

a. "civilized" and "civilization"
2. material versus spiritual

F. HISTORY AS A CONSTRUCT OF REALITY

Past Present Ideal

"The value..oi kis-Laity is .... not scienti6ic but moAdt:
by tibeAatizing the mind, by deepening the sympathies,
by tioAti6ying the wLLL, it enables us to .contitot not
society but outzelvez... It (atsorpAepa,tes us to live
mo-te humarty in the pitesent and to meet ,tatheA than to
limetett the tiutute."

Cakt BecktA
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1. HIMPfitIALIM

A. COMPARE() WITH EAREIER COtONItATION%

B. GENERAL FEATURES

1,Who did it? Great Britain, trance. Get-Tony. ItAly,
Japan, Portugal, lielgium, Ru. Ia, United %tato..

2. Areas affected
3. Speed of effort
4. Vulnerability of native peoples

C. CAUSES

1. Economic = "informal empires"

a. the Marxian view

2. Humanitarian

a. duly

b. God

3. Racism

a. Social Darwinism
- Darwin's "Origin of Species" (1859)
- "Survial of Fittest"
- "Lesser Breeds"

. the slavery antecedent

-c. European achievements

4. Nationalism..

a. Leopold's empire
b. Spanish-American War (1898)

5. Power

Geo-politics
b. Alfred T. Mahan, "The Influence of Seapower on History"
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KING LEOPOLD'S CONGO.

-4 A CHRONOLOGY

1876" Leopold founds the. International Association for the Exploration and
Civilization of Central Africa

i878 r714Y9
M. Stanley d'osses the Congo; establishes stations in the region
1884)

1882 International Association of the.Conqo established

1884 Berlin Conference held.
A

1885 Independent State of the Congo created

King Leopold assumes sovereignty of.the Congo

1889 Leopold designates Belgium as the heir to.the Congo

1890 Belgium loans support the Congo

1892 i,Natives forbidden to collect ivory or rubber excepting for the State

Forced labor of natives (as in tax) begins

1894 Congo Treaty between Great Britain and the Congo State; laterabrogated

1898 Joseph Conrad writes Heart df Darkness

1903 Agitatirn begins,in England, U.S., and Germany over exploitation of natives
in Congo. Reportsh df Edward D. Morel and Sir Roger Casement especially,
influential

Mark Twain writes King Leopold's Soliloquy

Congo State 'annexed to Belgium

1905

1908'

1910

1960

1971

Labor tax' abolished and other reforms begin

Congo achieves independence

Democratic Republic of the Congo renamed Zaire (original name of the
Congo Ri ver)



AFRICA - 1879
AFRICA - 1914
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In 1901, Mark Twain published a satirical work called "To the Person Sitting in Darkness//
inspired by the Boxer Rebellion and by events following it, particularly demands made
for reparations from the Chinese peasants. These fines were levied by the leaders of
the international, army that4took Peking and by the missionaries in the area.

Twain mentions that the "barbaric".Japanese believe that missionary organizations are
a threat to peaceful international relations. He poses the question:

\Shall we,..go on conferring our civilization upon the people that sit in dark-
ness, or shall we give those poor things a rest? Shall we bang right ahead 'in
our old-time, loud, pious way, and commit the new century to the game; or shall
we sober up and sit down and think it over-first? Would it not be prudent to get
ourfiCivilizational tools together, and see how much stock is left on hand in the
way of glass beads and theology, and maxim guns and hymn books and trade gin and
torches of progress and enlightenment (patent adjustable ones, good to fire vil-
lages with, upon occasion), and balance the books, and arrive at the profit and
loss, so that we may intelligently decide whether to continue the business or sell
out the property and start a new civilizational scheme on the proceeds?

Twain remarks that restraint is going to be necessary in either case:

Extending the blessings of civilization to our brother who sits in darkness has
been a good trade and has paid well, on the whole; and there is money it in yet,

°,if carefully worked -- but not enough, in my judgment, to make any considerable
risk advisable. The people that sit in darkness ari,-,setting to be too scarce
too scarce and too shy. And such darkness as is now left is really of but an in-
different quality, and not dark enough for the;,,,game. The most of those people that
sit in darkness have been furnished with more light than was good for them or
profitable for us. We have been injudicious.

The blessings-of-civilization trust, wisely and cautiously administered, is a
daisy. There is more money in it, more territory, more sovereignty, and other
kinds of emolument than there is in any other game that is played.. But Christen-
dom has been playing it badly of late years, and must certainly-suffer by it....
She has been so eager to get every stake...that the people who sit in darkness
have noticed it -- they have noticed it and have begun to show alarm. They have,
become suspicious of the blessings of civilization. More -- they have begun to
examine them. This is not well. The blessings of civilization are all right, and
a good comMercial property; there could not be a better in a dim light. In the
right light, and at a proper distance, with the goods a little out of focus, they
furnish this desirable exhibit to the gentlemen who sit in darkness.

Twain complains that the English have been careless, and that the German Kaiser, who
has lost a couple of missionaries in a riot, has made "an overcharge" for them.

China had to pay-a hundred thousand dollars apiece for them in money; twelve miles
of territory...worth twenty million dollars; and,to build a monument, and also
a Christian church; whereas the people of China could have been depended on to
remember the missionaries without the help of these expensive memorials.

411 The thoughtful Chinese, knowing that it is an overcharge and that they can get second-
hand kings for less, may reflect, Twain warns, and be likely to say:

CivIlization is gracious and beautiful, for such is its reputation; but can we
afford it? This tax...is laid upon the peasants of"Shantung; it is they who must
pay this mighty sum, and their wages are but four cents a day.

.
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In 1895, Twain had set out on a world lecture tour. His,publishing
business had failed, and he intended to earn the money torepay his
considerable debts.' His trip took him to the South Pacific, Asia
and Africa, among other places, and what he.saw appalled him. His
notebooks record the shock he felt, and in 1897, he published
Following The Equator, an'angry indictMent of imperialist colonial

1

He was particularly angry that the word "civilization" had been Used
to camouflage crime, or what would have been crime if practiced by
a person. For the word "civilized" he recommended the substitution_
of "robbery".

Africa has been as cooly divided up and partitione,out among the
gang as if they had bought it and paid for it. Dear me, robbery
by European nations of each other's territories has never been
a sin, is not -a sin today. To the several cabinets the several
political establishments of the world are clotheslines; a

large part of, the official duty of these cabinets is to keep an
eye on each other's wash and grab what they can of it as opportu-
nity offers... A crime perserved in a thousand centuries ceases
to become a crime, and becomes a virtue. This is the law of cus-
tom, and ... Christian governments are as frank today, as open
and above-board, in discussing projects for raiding each other's
clothes-lines as ever they were before the Golden Rule came smiling
into this inhffspitable world and couldn't get a night's lodging
anywhere...

In many countries we have chained the savage and starved him to
death ... in many countries we have burned the savage at the stake
... In more than one country we have hunted the savage and his
little children and their mother with dogs and 'guns for and after-
noon's sport, and filled the region with happy laughter over their
sprawling and stumbling flight, and theirtwild,supplications for
mercy ... In many countries we have taken the savage's,land from
him, and made him our slave, and lashed him every day, and broken
his pride and made death his only friend, and overworked him till
he.dropped in his tracks.

As for the "white man's burden,"

There are many humorous things in the world; among them the white
man's notion that he is less savage than other savages.

In fact, he spoke admiringly of the Tasmanians, whom he called "the
Spartans of Australia," and remarked:

These were indeed wonderful people, the natives. They ought not to
have been wasted. They should have been crossed with the Whites.

' It would have improved the Whites and done the Natives no harm.

On December 30, 1900, he sent the New York Herald "A New Year's
Greeting from the Nineteenth, Century to the Twentieth":
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I bring you the stately matron named Christendom, returning bedraggled,
besmirched, and dishono ,'ed from pirate-raids in Xiao-Chob, Manchuria, Syuth
Africa and the Obillippines, with her soul full of meanness, her pockeffull of
boodle and her mouth full of pious hypocrisies. Give hilr soap and a towel,
but hide the looking7glass.

And Twain's 1901 pamphlet describes "the person sitting in darkness
Niitnessing the activities of the Russians in Manchuria:

4 J.1

... that astonished person (is) still noting and observing. And
perhaps he is saying to himself: "It is yet another civilized power,
with its banner of the Prince o Peace in one hand and its loot
basket and its butcher knife in the other. Is there no salvation
for us but to adopt civilization' and lift ourselves down to its
level?"

Twain had believed that the United States entered the war against Sp'ain
in behalf of Cuba's independence, but he soon began to have doubts
about that very popular war, and he was outraged by events in the Phil-lippines. The person sitting in darkness is, he declares, likely to be
puzzled again, and this is going to be bad for the Business.

For the sake of the Business, the person in darkness must be per-
suaded to look at the Phillippine matter in another and healthier
way ... We must vresent the whole of the facts, shirking none,then explain them according to ... the formula, which runs: "Twice2 are 14, and 2 from 9 leaves 35."

And he blandly explains the "facts of the case":

What we wanted ... was the Archipelago, unencumbered by patriots
struggling for independence; and War was what we needed ... Therehave been lies, yes, but they were told in a good cause. We have
been treacherous, but that was only in order that real good mightcome out of apparent evil. True, we have crushed a deceived and
confiding people; we have turned against the weak and the friend-
less who trusted us; we have stabbed an ally in the back and slapped
the face of a guest; we have bought a shadow from an enemy that hadn'tit to sell; we have robbed .a trusting friend of his land and his liberty; we
have invited our clean young men to shoulder a discredited musket and do bandits
work under a flag which bandits have been accustomed to fear, not to follow;
we have debauched America's honor ... but each detail was for the best. We know
this The blessings-of-civilization trust ... this world-girdling accumulation
of trained morals,- high principles, and justice cannot do an unright thing, an
unfair thing; and ungenerous thing, an unclean thing. It knows what it is about.
Give yourself no uneasiness;' it is all right.

0

Americans who are uneasy about theopresence of their country's flag and uniform
ttiere may be comforted, Twain suggests, by hiding the soldiers in khaki cloth, a
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coMfortable,- grotesque and deceptive" disguise. The flag may be
redeSigned. With the white stripes painted black and the field of stars replaced
by a skull and crossbones. It will do very well for the purpose. He continued:

By help of these suggested amendments, Progress and Civilization in that country
can have a boom, and it will take in the persons who are sitting in darkness,
and we can resume business at the old stand.

The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions was displeased with the
pamphlet's linking of the cruelties of imperialist expansion with the arrival of
missionaries. The Board protested and demanded apologies and retractions; but
Twain stood his-ground. In "The United States of Lyncherdom" he suggested a
substitute missionary field:

Let us import American missionaries from China, and send them into the lynching
field. If we can offer our missionaries as rich a -Mid at home, at lighter
expense and quite sagsfactory in the matter of danger, why shouldn't they
find it fair and right to come back and give us a trial? The Chinese are univer-
sally conceded to be excellent people, honorable1, industrious, trustworthy. Leave
them alone, they are plenty good enough just as they are; nd besides, almost
every convert runs a risk of catching our civilization. W ought to be careful,
... for once civilized; China can never be uncivilized agai

. We, have not been
thinking about that ... 0 kind missionary ... leave China! Come home and convert
these Christians,



Humanities 101
February 19, 198?

In reading Heart of Darkness, pay particular attention to the opening of the
frame story. It is the device that introduces the main narrative, and in it the
narrator, whose name we never learn, relates how Marlow has begun to tell his "in-
conclusive experiences." Marlow begins by thinking of how a Roman might have
reacted to Britain, coming out from civilization or the comand of a Mediterranean
trireme to "one of the dark places of the earth."

.

As Marlow imagines the Roman's reactions and -state of mind, everything he says
bears directly On the story to follow. Each remark is a comment on the revelation
Marlow has experienced in the Congo. The narrator also remarks that "to. Marlow
the meaning of an episode was not inside like a kernel, but outside enveloping the
tale which brought it out only as a glow brings out a haze." A modern essayist and
novelist, V., S. Naipaul, who has also written about the Congo, says that as he saw the
comfortable colonial world of his childhood disappear into "corruption of causes"
and "half-made societies that seemed doomed to remain half-made," he found that Conrai
had been there before him, "not as a man with a cause, but a man offering...a vision
of the world's half-made Societies as places which continuously made and unmade
themselves, where there was no goal," and where necessary suCcessful action always
seemed to involve "moral degredation of the idea."

Marlow contrasts the various devils involved in "the merry dance of death and
trade" with the devil he says he finds on his journey: "a flabby, pretending,
weak-eyed devil of a rapacious and pitiless folly." This statement seems to summariz(
everything Marlow has seen, beginning with the first stop at an African station, to
the "hollow" people he finds presiding over the ivory trade. Marlow himself speaks
favorably of work as a means of self-discovery; he commends the old Romans as "men
enough to face the darkness"; he remarks that the, shabby business of conquest of the
earth is redeemed, only by the idea.

It appears that it is in search_of this informing and redeeming idea that Marlow
becomes particularly determined to find Kurtz. His discovery of how Kurtz has con-
ceived of and acted on that idea becomes the climactic action. It is not, however,
the "kernel" or meaning of Marlow's story, as we must remember from the narrator's
early caution.

The young Russian, the man of patches, provides an important witness to Kurtz's
character and nature. The "barbarous and superb" black woman on the shore adds more
to our understanding. Kurtz's report and its annotation fill in another part of the
puzzle. The focus seems' to be cleared when Marlow focuses the glass and sees heads
at the tops of poles surrounding Kurtz's compound.

Marlow is "thrilled" by his insight into common humanity with the people on
shore whose "passionate uproar" protests Kurtz's departure. He, thinks about the
restraint fo his hungry crew, whose supply of rotting meat has been discarded.a'
These images contrast with the "faithless pilgrims" he has identified at the stations
earlier, some of whom are aboard his vessel.

Finally, Marlow's lie to the "intended" of Kurtz must be related to his assess-
ment of Kurtz. It is important to notice what Marlow has to say about lies in general
that there is a "whiff of mortality" about them.



Humanities 101

Feb. 24, 1982

Here are some things we know about Marlow:

1. He likes work because, he says, you can find yourself through it.
He's "not especially tender" because of the experiences he has had,
but he finds he's not tough enough not to be shocked by what he sees
on the way to the Congo.

2. He turnslto work on the steamer (which he suspects has been wrecked
purposeTy) as a refuge - it's something "real" - from the plotting
and nastiness and rampant waste he sees at the outer and central
stations.

3, He says that colonializing the other countries of the world - taking
it away from people with different features or different skins - is
only redeemed by an "idea," What saves English imperialism, he
believes, is "efficiency." They do good work in the red places on
the map.

4. THUS, he hates the station managers, brickmaker-secretaries, traveling
explorers and "faithless pilgrims" he meets in those places. He

finds them idle, inefficient, careless and cruel. He attributes their
hostility to Kurtz to some virtue in Kurtz - efficiency and enlightenment,
say.

5. He turns to the hope of finding Kurtz as a relief from what is going on
around him, from the madness, just as he has turned to work and to
solving practical problems, such as repairing the leaky steam pipes.

6. When he finds Kurtz out, he knows he's seen genuine evil - the red
eyed devils a man might sell his soul to. He sees, he says, into
Kurtz's heart, and though he understands the hypocrisy of idealism
cloaking such monstrous behavior, he believes that Kurtz does know
right from wrong.

7. He says that Kurtz is his "choice of nightmares" - that though he is
mad, corrupted, and evil - he hints that the mixture of ambition for
himself has tainted Kurtz's original desire to do good - he is still

. a man, a human being. He is not hollow, not a fool. He knows himself
and understands the meaning of his own actions at the last. He judges

himself and his works and all the pitiless, rapacious fools around
him, and says, "The horror!"

64



NORTH swill common coam.
St:k. Division

PHI 100 - Introduction to Philosophy
PHI 767 - Philosophy or Religion
Dr. Tom Kerns

"When the great Rabbi Israel Baal Shern -Tov saw misfortune threatening the Jw,.
It was his custom to go into a certain part of the fore.A. to nwditate.
There he would light a fire, say a. speciallirayer. and the miracle would be

accomplished and the misfortune averted.

Later, when his disciple, the telebrated Magid of Me:ritch, had occasion for
the same reason, to inte cede with heaven,

He would go to the sane place in the forest and say:
'Master of the Universe, listen! I do not know how to light the fire,
But I am able still to say the praye.'
And again the miracle would be accomplished.

Still later. Rabbi Moshe-Leib of Sasov, in or pr to save his people once more,
Would go into the forest and say:
'I do not know how to light the fire, I do not know the prayer, bk. I know the

place and this must be sufficient.'
It was sufficient and the miracle was accomplished.

Then it fell to Rabbi Israel of Rizhyn to overcome misfortune.
Sitting in his armchair, his head in his hands, he spoke to God:
'I. am unable to light the fire and I do not know the prayer;
I cannot even find the place in the forest. All I can do is to tell the story,

and this must be sufficient.'
And it was sufficient.

-God made man because he,loves stories."

-- Elie Wiesel
The Gates of the Forest

TK/fd

6-14-79
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Page 1

Procedure Patje

for

'July Guide on
hiYOND PIVCIPlION

Part III

MI RAO I `,

ii[YOUD DMAM%

(William Muhri. In%tro(tor)

This study guide using Feedback Lecture format is your
study .auide to the letAure and includes objectives, the reading
and homework assignmq4s, outlines of the lecture and discussion
questions which will be used in clas!. and pre and post-tests
accompanying. the lecture.

the most effective use of-this study guide is to:

I_ Study the COVER CARTOONS.
2. Read the INTRODUCTION page and pre - assigned readings.
3. Examine OBJECTIVES, so that you will know what to

expect in the lecture.
* 4. Write definitions of the terminology in the study

guide.
5. Take pre-test and check your answers.
6. Bring study guide to class and use lecture outline

for note taking.
* 7. Engage in a discussion during the discussion period.

You and a partner hand in one response sheet with
both your names on it.

* B. Check your responses with the "feedback to discussion"
handout (i.e. p. 7).

* 9. Complete post-test and check your answers.

*Omitted in this edition



I

LLLIUUL OUILINI

(M4Ith 11,

IV, a %tudent ot'tnlinunttatlun. I am ..reinc) that thr fr:ratth tthotter
de:tribr; war. for u% th (urcuilluate, to relate to uhe
another.

Our t.en:r.... thri :001-CV fur our perception, are e)..panlinq.

A, ihr infotion 4vailahle to all of tr. throuqh :n:e: (perception
rearLh) inkrea4intily provinqoto r!e that WV L411 control awl
thanqd (rhoo:e thooqh our will power) our view of the world.

B. Not only ran it change our view of the' world but we can (through
effort) control and chanor; our mind: and livc% A; well affect
chanqe% In other and our environment.

Pa9e

III. Iher are new way of receivinq and '.ending information (SDiStS).

A. (iIian photography) -- Our thotOits are rlore powerful than we know
(or are aware of) .

1i. (Secret Life of Plants) -- Our ears ,are more ..en.7.itive than we know
(or are aware of).

C. (Rorschach research) -- We see ore than }.fi know (or are aware of).

D. (Medium. -- We can send more feelings through our
hands than we know (or arc aware of).

IV. I'm ready to change my world,,my life, my attitude, the world I perceive.

A. I'm if4eaOngly saying positive ideas and thoughts to everyone.:

B. I'm increasingly doing supportive and acts to others.

C. I'm increasingly seeing joy and excitment in cha

D. I'm increasingly encouraging others to express their new awareness
and sensitivities.

ng moments.

E. I'm increasingly realizing more and more people are ready to commit
themselvesy to bring about a new kind of society--one with roots in
spirit and science.

F. I not only advocate change. I advocate living it now!

) V. The hundreth mukey phenomena (if true) proves that when enough people
learn something, everyone will know 1t without having to learn it! (See
Lyall Watson, Lifetide: The Biology of Consciousness).

George Leonard

I am going to act 4s if the world is full of love and peace and assure
everyone else.thinks the same thing. What Have Pp to loose?



Brairt/Mind'Bulletin, October 6,.1980,
scientific journals demonstrating:

1% Canadians .have developed a group to help the public cope with psychic
experiences.

summarizes (digests) articles from

2. Los Angeles dreamer, film maker, professor, publiihes.a quarterly journal,
Dreamworks, to linkup dreamers and film makers.

Biofeedback research. helps emotionaly disturbed clients communicate with
their skin.

4. (Book review) Body Magic by John Fisher describes 114 trick's an individual
cal learn to trick his mind and the mind of others with preconceived
assumptions.

5. (Book review) Holographic Vision by,Lawrence Berley, physician; presents
a new view of seeing a worTRirt by a holographic process similar to
a view of reality described by Leonardo de Vinc4...

Leading Edge Bulletin (December 21, 1981) summarizes digests articles on
social transformation:

1. U.S. Dept. of Energy and National Codicil of Churches joined forces, to
commission a successful energy conservation poster.

2. A Californian chemltt claims the world has the seienti lc knowledge to
feed the hungry of the world by understanding the cheinistry of food
synthesis be callsfrom 'molecules to meals."

. An alternative Nobel Prize is offered,forhumans who seeks to choose
dreams arid,Vatues of humanity before 'c ing techniques-.

if

Researchers claim that the failure to innovation inAchools teaches
humanslioW- to solve problems but not,how,to find them.r.,.._b:. - .,

. ^ . lig, V .,

5. (Book review) The. Leader: A New Face for AmerScansMahageMent by Michael
MacdOby describes workers,of the 1980's who vapp their autonomy and seen
selrfulfillment will require a leader 4n ine try who an create k sensi-
tive enifft merit where the worker can feel h capable of leadership and
innovati'-

,,..

k rev(Boo iew) The Meaning of Things by CSiltentmihalyi and Rochberg
concludesthat 5/arm families" relateto It gs as tool' for.growth ,
whereas "coal families" do not Use things y4but,to the community.

;. f0



MUNNS' INVITATION

To create'reate Your own miracle.

To go beyond your dreams.

To dream.a world where your dreams
come true (See Ursala Le Guin, science,
fiction, The Lathe of Heaven).

To review your dreams to see,how they impact
your consciousness.

To review appendix to study guide; Dreams
Part I, ways to work with dreams.

?

To see'me if you have questions about dreams.

's

Page 4
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Procedure Page
for

Study Guide on
BEYOND PERCEPTION

Part II

USING DREAMS

(William Munns, Ins ictor

This study guide using Feedback Lecture Format is your
study guide to the lecture and includes objectives, the reading
and homework assignments, outlines of the lecture and discussion
questions which will be used in class and pre and post-tests
accompanying the lecture.

The most effective use of this study guide is to:

1. Study the COVER DESIGN.
2. Read the INTRODUCTION page and pre-assigned readings.

,3. Examine OBJECTIVES, so that you will know what to
expect in the lecture.

4. Write definitions of the terminology in the study.
guide:

5. Take pre-test and check your answers.
6. Bring study guide to class and use lecture - outline

for note taking.
7. Engage in a discussion during the discussion period.

Y and a partner hand in one response sheet with
b th your names on it.

8. eck your responses with the "feedback to discussion"
h dout (i.e. p. 7).

9.. Complete post-test and check your answers.
10. Do all assignments listed on WARM-UP for next lecture

March 11th.

72
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INTRODUCTION (Theme)

Can dream information be applied/used by the dreamer in
waking life?

The last dream lecture intraduced you to the music and
art products created by famous dreamers. Your unconscious
world of dreams also contains a rich creative source of ideas,
solutions and insights.

This world beyond waking perception can be tapped for
personal growth and productivity if you chose to perceive
dreams as useful and ready for application in waking life.

Prince

Jung

Garfield

Pre-requisite Reading

pp. 204 -208

pp. 208-224

"Learn from Senoi
Dreamers"

Creative Process

5reative Process

(HUM 101 Folder

Pre-requisite Activities

1. Record as many dreams (at least one) as you can.
2. Record unusual sleep experiences.
3. Be prepared to share a dream experience in class.
4. Be prepared to share how you used dream information

in waking life recently.



Objectives of the Lecture
on

BEYOND PERCEPTION

USING DREAMS

1. Describe psychological perspective of dreams.

2. Describe techniques for dream interpretation.

3. Appreciate daily activities of Senoi dreamers.

4. Practice skills designed to integrate dream
information (unconscious) into waking usefullness
(consciousness).

archetype

symbol confrontation

dream gift

psychological novel

collective unconscious

Terminology

Page 3



Answers to Pre-test: 

1. Senoi regards nightmares as potentially useful forces that need to 
be understood and brought under the dreamer's control. 

2. Yes, dreamers can dream of places they've never seen or heard of 
because as humans we seem to use symbols that are common to all 
humans. These are called archetypal symbols. 

3. Yes, the study, discussion and writing of dreams can rediice stress, 
improve productivity, increase efficiency, improve working relation- 
ships, improve personal relationships and produce creative oruseful 

products for society. 
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Lectwre Outline

(First

I. ReviO.of creative dreamers.

II. Jungian dream theory suggests ways we can understand self.
(Man and His Symbols)

A. HumanS interconnected in consciousness.

B. Dreams link reason and feeling.

A
C. Dreams help to balance our reality.

III. Senoi tribal life centers on drealms.

A. Dream enemies become friends.

B. Communal dream sharing.

C. Confrontation technique produces useful gifts.
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DisCncsion Questions

Write answers on separate sheet_ Both partners sign names.

I. What is the function of dreams according to Jung?

II. Imagine you are a Senoi dreamer, In your dream an uncle
dropped a rock on your head knocking you to the ground.
List some things (2 or more) you might do while awake as
a beginning to improve your relationship with your uncle.

Use this page for notes. Transfer your answer to another page.
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Dkcussion que4;tion fevdback

1. The functjon of dreams According to (lung in At) link
intuitive (feeling) and consclow. (rational) force.;
within us.

2. Things to do to improve your relation..hip to your unti
in waking life:

1. Discuss the dream with my uncle.

2. Ask my uncle for a gift that has some value to the
community.

3. Seek ways to forgive my uncle for any injury he way
have done me.

4. Ask his forgiveness of any harm I may have done him.

5. Have lunch with my uncle.

6. Give my uncle a gift.



Lettuce Outline Pogo

(!-iecond Half)

Th

I. Dream reverie provides a Ink between conscious mind
(rational) and intuitive forces (dream symbols).

(Reverie experiences)

11. The dreamer should monitor dream feelings.

A. Dreams monitor activities in waking life within
1 36 hours of the dream..

)3. Many skills can be used to explore any dream's
connection to waking (feeling) 'rife.

Patio



Warm -Up Activitio. Pno
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OV4.-.1(Inmont.. tor next lecture Oh con..ciou.ne%% to he hold Parch ilth,)

1. Record your onirmal dream and !JoiT expericm,v%

?. UV prepared to share any Of your unusual or intoreting
awareness.

3. Record how you used dream init)nnation in your waking life.

4. Read assigned reading (previously listed):

Van Dosen, PTeSepe of Other 4:n1-Ids, especially chs. 3, 7, & B.

(separate book)

V

Optional Activities (not required): FUN THINGS TO DO

A. Preview film entitled, "Where All Things Belong"; available by
arrangement with NSCC Media Center.

B. Create an original thing: a poem, painting, doodle, song or dance
as a result of a dream experier-o to share with instructor, friend,
or class.



Answei.s to Post Test: 
TS 

1. Nightmares can be seen as useful forces that are potentially helpful and 

productive' for the dreamer who is willing to encounter the "fearful force 

or creative" and bring it under the dreamer's-control. 

2. Archetypal symbols are Objects or places that humans seem to know in 

common and use in dreams to refer to aspects of our human nature that we 
have in,conmon. 

3. Dream study (writing and discuss,ing dreams) can result in reduced stress, 
improved working and personal relationships as well as producing creative 
products for society. 
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LESSON V I: A Model

Vi d. 1, !'I i.

1111(1C1titailding the Nitittre Of 1114111

Introduction
l'he study from the human standpoint. of

Sabe9nSiwa.1. Stiblaintnat. p3yeilue, tore.
um./ Votoid bey the peat ::toth for the Marian,

for troNgh Nell. 'non will 14,ider:4(1nd its
Milker ti Ilea it under!. 14111,R ;IN trio to in 1( its
Atiker :1;1

From the view point of the Edgar ruereidingn. the grrater Ntudy of self be the
major project of individua. groupi, elaw:s and
nations. Although the ultimate agenda for all
inankind'is the I., nmandinent, we can love
fully neither God nor our euo S 1111111 without a
deeper . understanding of ourselves. In the
readings, we find an understanding of the nature
of man that is equalled in few other places, either
Ift depth or in beauty.

Fount/oho/is
A proper Understanding of Ourselves must be

built on a solid' foundation. We must start with .
primary premises which are for . us gitens,
asstiinplionsWith.which we are comfortable and to
-whichrtwe are -,committed. For any systein of
thought, the assumptions upon which it is based
can never be proved; howevi r,. subsequent
observations should provide,confirmatitm;',

The primary :premise of . the Edgar Cayce
readings is the oneness of all force. The One Force
is the Spiritbf God and all that we know or
experienee is a manifestation of that -force. A
second 'premise is that we, all mankind, are
children of God and thus are' spiritual beings. A
third given is that the primary condition of being
is consciousness and, as n corollary to this, that we
are presently,projecting into a three-dimensional
consciousness.

There are tunny other dimensions in reality;
however, since we are in a three-dimensional
experience, it is fruitful for us to try to understand
reality in terms of three-dimensional, or triune,

\Yr illay \voi
with the prrilioe that God eione,liocov4.r, ice MAN'
mare deeply 1111(r:ItAllti 1113 nature by vorking
with the triune oncept, of Father, Son and lloly

(101,11,0 of God, !Midi' iii lliii sir
re likevise aided iii a better imilerstitiiiling

ourzaIves :wens; the same ti nine pattern of
Father; son and !tidy Spirit ivitilltl ourelvea it',
phy!:ial, mental and spiritual beings.

Model of a Dream
a model as a framework for our thinking

can afford us an invaluable tool. The purposes ofa
model are to help us organize what we already
know, to help us see new relationships, and to keep
us from being dazzled by the full-blown complexity
of the subject matter. A model is not intended to be

pictlirt!'pf reality but a tool for thinking.
Here is it model based on;..a dream of Edgar'...

Cayce. lie saw himself at first as a'tiny grain of
sand and then, with .a growing expansion of
consciousness, as a spiral, a cone, a funnel opening
out, as it were, from the finite to the infinite ,as a
"trumpet of the -universe". opening "an access tO,
the Thrones themseN4." In the-interpretation of
this dream, the source said, this should be a helpfulillustration to those working with this
information.

Let us try to deploy this modeln.an effort to ciame
to a better understanding of '.the array of,.
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COMMON EVERyQAY CRAZINESS '1
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In our society we. have a ch toe' between.wh t I. call, 9,!good,'crazyt' and 'bad crazy.'
GOod, crazy is being excited,.frO'';:eArtesivq. Ilis- is ,seen by the ''bad Crazies" as

, . . .

Siljy,,,fool,ish,. immoral,' .immature bi"7eVen.:an rows ThetWo broad types of "Ilad
crazy" are krfoWn . as "Sane, and:Jr0ne.." The s44e'usedrastic escape measures to

ved contrpit by thelenes. , The saner us.eavoid natural- :exci tement ''\ in t ;face;, of, att
most of their energies 'attemP ingi"tp,avol 1^ q;4ntexcItement and that of others.

,,, . ,i,,,,
There are many ways\ we peopl:e,','trY,t

otheKg nuine, atural feelingiertie mO ",tomrilon ever day craziness' involves-a typidal
sequenc 'of maneuvers ,to avoid a d 'ConO*feelingst:/,,This sequence starts with some q
natural energy arousal , the 41R.q basic aeld'fl-equent being excitement. This is stopped,

,bY.,fear, that-is, the person sick es Ilimsel t, out- of expressing the', excitement. This
produces 4 great frustration andi feeling of'., he hel pl essness is' alsohelplessness:
threatening, and jhe usual responses etext''qs, Oanit:,4 Panic similar to excitement,
and not much more acceptable to the '''sdne.",,,",''''The panic lead :into anxiety and then

. anger ,If the person, is kprojecOve he can 'ic6nt,i n de 1*, find reasons and grievances to
5 uppot-t'rational ly '16e -anger. IT

' POsoliti s;,npt. slxceSsful Lyi projective he turns
, 1-

the, anger bac'k'on himself and hold mself .°d*ri fn depe4sSion. , This is maintained
by. finding -9rievances against hits `1; , );!4 i", - ;... l': -\ '" '' s,

r4,
1 1 - ..,,,z v ; ,:.- , ,,, :,

',..- Usual bi., i t i i s nec ssary to Alti T. thepaprat'pthe end point In the sequence that
the Oon hasJ'eached4 gin,;. his man eh .:..Tile" work then proceeds backwards in the
sbquence until' the pe t n reaches, .eoniginal ,genuinefeplinwarcan find ways

-;to express his...real '31 cktiohs.': ,,T - important struggle is with basic Scaring'
of 'oneself out' of the excitement'. e S-strange: that the Scarie t thing in the world
is' to feet-Teal 1 y good. 'LogiWil,,.ot ,tnurse," it:can be called; nappropri ate to feel
.good with the'130m11 hanging oer Ascaila with. all those 'peopl e starving in Indi a. Our
sane. society is repletewith a ini 11 jon :Other goodr-reasOns not to feel good. ° !'

' r. . '.' .- : ,;-..-,. '1., 'r . -, -:, ,...,- ,

isarleg and aid our e2(citement or any

.i.Oynanr(cal 1Y, the w

`involved.shift 'from
control ,requires some
Ratural,, 'Self and body.

ening at fiqt, Unrtl

i 11 i Ones s tb bp aWare :of, and express good feel ings possibly
the pgp thereal self:, The -temporary letting-go of ego
glimpse of,the cohesion and integrated functioning of the

Of course, thelettingl-go feels like dying and is quite fright-
the ,OrsOn finds that he comes out the other side more alive!

* *
ti

A Creative Person is

curious , .

synthesizes .di vei-se infOYmatibi"
sets hit own-Oestions
sees, what othes.can't see 'or
sees uncommon in, the common
delights in di stoverfps ,

uninhibited: thinker
sometimes beyond social acceptability
aware of evenything in his 'creative field

won't see

A .person who does notact out,of habit, courageously puts his defenSes
aside and allows his inner being to show itself thrbugh the best means.

it ,knows..
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